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Innovat ive Taylex commercial  sewage 
treatment plants that  disinfect  using 
submerged electrolyt ic chlorinators 
instead of  chemical  dosing are proving an 
easy,  safe and af fordable breakthrough.

The final step in sewage treatment plants – after grey 
and black water turns clear – is to kill residual microbes. 

This is often done using Ozone-based technology 
combined with chemicals like chlorine dioxide, 
chlorine tablets or sodium hypochlorite.  But 
chemicals can be expensive and come with OH&S 
considerations for commercial operators. So sewage 
specialist Taylex Industries™ approached Queensland 
based electrolytic chlorinator manufacturer Australian 
Innovative Systems™ (AIS) to help create a simpler, 
safe and more affordable alternative.   

Nine months later Taylex™ has installed purpose-
designed AIS chlorine production cells in several 
sewage treatment plants. Taylex™ Director Alistair Le 
Plastrier is delighted with the results so far.  

 “Producing chlorine within the treatment water itself, 
using electrolytic cells, is proving simple, easy and 
economical. Ultimately we think this will be far better 
for installers, operators, and maintenance staff too,” 
said Alistair.

Commenting on the collaborative process Alistair 
adds “At first we didn’t know if chlorine generation 
using electrolysis was possible in low salinity waste 
water or if it is commercially viable. AIS has been an 
extremely responsive and attentive partner helping 
us work through these issues as they adapted their 
chlorination technology to meet our needs.”

AIS technology is effectively ‘the last line of defence’ 
against waterborne pathogens in Taylex™ sewage 

plants that treat black water discharged from toilets 
as well as grey water from sinks, basins, laundry, 
washing machines, dish washers and showers.

Effluent leaving the primary chambers - which trap 
untreatable or slowly treatable solids as well as 
oils and fats - is broken down sequentially first 
by anaerobic bacteria and then by aerobic bacteria 
in aeration chambers. Afterwards cleaned water is 
separated from biomass before it goes through a two-
step disinfection regime, to kill its microbial content.

“The first step in disinfection is to apply Ozone to 
water that is super-chlorinated by a purpose built 
AIS chlorine generator submerged in the water,” said 
Alistair. “Then, the final safeguard is to disinfect 
the water a second time in the next chamber, which 
contains a second AIS chlorine generator.”

Electrolysis requires mineral salt content, so it 
is often mistakenly assumed to be a technology 
applicable only to salt water swimming pools where 
TDS levels are 5,000 ppm or more. However AIS 
has invested considerably in R&D to lower the 
TDS requirement by 75% or more. For example it’s 
EcoLine™ commercial range operates comfortably 
at a TDS of 1,200 ppm. But EcoLine™ was designed 
for much larger water bodies, sometimes processing 
millions of litres of water per day. Taylex™ wanted to 
explore the use of electrolysis in sewage treatment 
plants processing 2,000 – 5,000 litres per day. To 
achieve this, AIS adapted power systems from its 
best-selling AutoChlor™ technology and anodes from 
its low TDS EcoLine™ technology. CEO Elena Gosse 
explains that AIS is uniquely positioned to undertake 
this kind of bespoke challenge.

 “Many years ago we began manufacturing Genuine 
AIS Anodes. They’re made from very high quality 

titanium coated in our proprietary ruthenium-
compound based catalytic coating. This gives us 
tremendous flexibility and exceptional control over 
the size, shape, specification and performance of 
our electrodes. We also design and manufacture our 
own power systems. As a result we can create highly 
customised solutions to meet different customers’ 
needs and circumstances,” said Elena.

Results of the Taylex-AIS collaboration are 
encouraging. Both parties take it as a sign that one 
day buying, handling, storing and dosing chemicals 
may well become a thing of the past, even in 
treatment water with relatively low salinity.
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